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Abstract

Morphology plays an important role in determining 
behaviour and impact of soot nanoparticles, including 
effect on human health, atmospheric optical proper-

ties, contribution to engine wear, and role in marine ecology. 
However, its nanoscopic size has limited the ability to directly 
measure useful morphological parameters such as surface area 
and effective volume. Recently, 3D morphology characteriza-
tion of soot nanoparticles via electron tomography has been 
the subject of several introductory studies. So-called ‘3D-TEM’ 
has been posited as an improvement over traditional 2D-TEM 
characterization due to the elimination of the error-inducing 
information gap that exists between 3-dimensional soot struc-
tures and 2-dimensional TEM projections. Little follow-up 
work has been performed due to difficulties with developing 
methodologies into robust high-throughput techniques. Recent 

work by the authors has exhibited significant improvements in 
efficiency, though as yet due consideration has not been given 
to assessing fidelity of the technique. This is vital to confirm 
significant and tangible improvements in soot-characterization 
accuracy that will establish 3D-TEM as a legitimate tool. 
Synthetic ground-truth data was developed to closely mimic 
real soot structures and the 3D-TEM volume-reconstruction 
process. A variety of procedures were tested to assess the 
magnitude and nuances of deviations from ground-truth 
values. Results showed average Z-elongation due to the 
‘missing-wedge’ at 3.5% for the previously developed optimized 
procedure. Mean deviations from ground-truth in volume and 
surface area were 2.0% and -0.1% respectively. Results indicate 
highly accurate 3D-reconstruction can be achieved with an 
optimized procedure that can bridge the gap to permit high-
throughput 3D morphology characterization of soot.

Introduction

Soot nanoparticles emitted from automotive engines are 
an extremely important pollutant due to their wide and 
varied effects in the environment. These include 

immune and inflammatory effects when inhaled [1, 2, 3], effect 
on the balance of microbial processes in marine environments 
[4, 5, 6], contribution to the greenhouse effect as an atmo-
spheric species [7, 8], and effects on automotive internal 
combustion engine (ICE) efficiency via lubricant oil entrain-
ment [9]. Key to the development of strategies for the reduction 
of soot emissions, or for its capture/storage/removal is under-
standing the processes governing soot formation and 
 oxidation. Research in this area includes characterization of 
fundamental chemical and physical properties of soot such 
as elemental composition [10], degree of graphitization [11], 
surface functional group chemistry [12], oxidative reactivity 
[13, 14], carbon nanostructure [15, 16], surface area [10, 17], 
fractal geometry [18], and size [19].

Morphological characterization is particularly important 
due to the defining role properties such as fractal geometry and 
surface area play in determining effects such as depth of penetra-
tion of soot into the lungs [1], lifetime and radiative potential as 
a atmospheric aerosol [7, 18], and contribution to wear and 
viscosity increases when entrained within engine lubrication oils 
[9, 20]. Accurate characterization of such parameters is impor-
tant for understanding the causes of such behavior, e.g. when 
incorporated into studies modelling soot behavior [21, 22, 23].

Soot nanoparticles are formed from the random aggrega-
tion of spherical carbonaceous sub-units known as primary 
particles that results in characteristic structures that are complex, 
3-dimensional, and fractal-like. Primary particles are usually 
in the size range of 10-50nm in diameter [24] and nanoparticles 
from automotive engines are predominantly <200nm in size 
[25], though larger aggregates may form depending on the source 
and experimental sampling method [26, 27]. Soot’s complex 3D 
structure is considered to be mass-fractal, i.e. possessing a 
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self-similar pattern (e.g. a snowflake), but one that only repeats 
to a limited degree [28, 29]. Primary particles possess a distinc-
tive core-shell structure, as can be observed by TEM [30]. The 
inner core is up to 10nm in diameter, comprising of spherical 
fullerenoid structures around 1-2nm in diameter surrounded 
by relatively amorphous turbostratic carbon. This inner core is 
surrounded by a shell-like layered structure of short graphitic 
micro-crystallites that are ~3nm in width. In some cases, e.g. 
soot from gasoline direct injection (GDI) engines, an additional 
outer ‘dusting’ of predominantly amorphous carbon may 
be seen [31, 32]. On occasion other unusual features have been 
observed, such as hollow primary particles for soot collected on 
diesel particulate filters [33].

Characterization of soot morphology can be carried out 
using a variety of techniques ranging in terms of complexity 
and experimental difficulty, speed and sample size, and level 
of detail and accuracy of measurements. Different methods 
may need to be  employed depending on the way soot is 
produced and sampled. In many cases, soot can be sampled 
and measured directly from the engine exhaust stream via 
methods employing electrical mobility measurements [34, 35]. 
These methods measure particle size distributions and number 
concentrations by charging aerosol particles collected from 
the exhaust stream and measuring their movement through 
a medium in response to an applied electrical field. Similarly, 
size distribution and number concentration measurements 
for the hydrodynamic diameter of soot nanoparticles in 
solution can be obtained through light scattering techniques 
. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and Nanoparticle Tracking 
Analysis (NTA) are two such methods that have been used to 
study flame-generated soot suspended in organic solvents [36], 
and engine soot entrained within lubricant oils [37]. Tracked 
Rayleigh scattering of laser light by soot nanoparticles is used 
to infer sizes, and for NTA size distributions are built from 
measurements of individual particles. While these methods 
can be performed rapidly and results are based on statistically 
significant numbers of measurements, the resulting electrical 
mobility or hydrodynamic diameters are equivalent to the 
spherical space occupied by nanoparticles tumbling & rotating 
either in solution or the gas phase. As such, it provides rela-
tively little information on the complex, fractal morphology 
known to be characteristic of soot nanoparticles.

For more detailed characterization direct observation of 
the nanoparticle morphology is required. Due to the nanoscopic 
size of soot this requires the use of high magnification tech-
niques, with a majority of investigations using transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) [32, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43], and to a 
lesser extent scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [44, 45]. TEM 
and SEM produce 2-dimensional projections of soot nanopar-
ticles, as shown in Figure 1. As soot is predominantly carbon, 
nanoparticles appear low contrast and semi-transparent to the 
electron beam. This transparency allows some appreciation of 
the 3-dimensional nature of soot nanoparticles, though funda-
mentally only 2D measurements can be made directly. Typically, 
image-processing software such as ImageJ/Fiji is used to select 
pixels in the image that pertain to the nanoparticles [46]. 
Parameters such as projected area (in nm2), mean primary 
particle diameter, maximum length, skeleton length, radius of 
gyration, circularity, fractal dimension (purely 2D), etc. can 
then be measured. These results are then used to infer the values 

of 3D properties such as volume, surface area, 3D fractal dimen-
sion etc. This information gap that exists between true 3D 
morphology of soot, and the 2D morphology that is available 
is the primary source of uncertainty in 2D-TEM measurements.

In many cases, an average primary particle diameter is 
first determined manually. The number of primary particles 
comprising the whole nanoparticle is then estimated using 
the following equation [29, 47], derived from the power-law 
relationship [48]:
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Where Aeff is the projected area of the entire nanoparticle, App 
is the circular projected area of an assumed perfectly spherical 
primary particle, of the measured average diameter. The values 
of prefactor ka and exponent α were determined using a combi-
nation of experimental and simulated data, and account for 
the overlap of primary particles, and the unseen 3D extent of 
the particle. Values of ka = 1.15 and α = 1.09 were empirically 
determined by Köylü et al. [29], using a combination of simu-
lated aggregates created to match experimental fractal dimen-
sion values, and soot sampled from diffusion flames of various 
fuels. Problems with empirically determined correction factors 
such as these can arise when they are applied to soot samples 
that differ greatly in their nature of formation, as may be the 
case for diesel and gasoline ICE soot. For example, Köylü’s 
work included contributions from particles with large numbers 
of primary particles (500-1000), whereas recent work by Martos 
suggested that only a small fraction (4.5%) of aggregates from 
diesel exhaust are comprised of >200 primary particles [25]. 
In some cases, a variety of short cuts and assumptions have to 
be used in order to extract 3D parameters. For example, from 
calculated values of Np (using equation 1), nanoparticle volume 
may be estimated by simply multiplying by the volume a single 
primary particle [49], ignoring any overlap of particles and 
assuming all primary particles to be the same size and perfectly 
spherical. In some cases, fractal dimension determined using 
2D methods is simply assumed to be equivalent to the 3D-Df 
[50, 51], despite inherent 2D limitations.

 FIGURE 1  Example of a 2D-TEM projection of a soot-
in-oil nanoparticle
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Work considering real and simulated 3D soot data has 
routinely observed large deviations between 3D- and 
2D-derived morphological characterizations. While Rogak’s 
early work on simulated soot particles culminated in an esti-
mated 10-20% underestimation by 2D-methods [28], more 
recent work on 3D-TEM of soot nanoparticles found differ-
ences in volume and surface area of significantly larger magni-
tude [52, 53]. Martos’ recent study of simulated aggregates 
observed that radius of gyration from 2D methods was under-
estimated by as much as 45%, and was even more pronounced 
for larger particles [25].

Another source of uncertainty in 2D-TEM measurements 
derives from the fact that the appearance of a fractal soot 
nanoparticle in 2D can vary greatly depending upon the orien-
tation in which it appears on the TEM grid. This has been 
noted by a number of researchers [18, 28, 52, 54], though has 
received relatively little consideration in the majority of 
studies of soot morphology. Our own work observed variation 
in projected area by as much as 60% over a ±60° orientation 
range [53], and results of similar magnitude were observed by 
Adachi et al. [18]. Fundamentally, 2D-3D correction factors 
cannot account for the effect of this ‘orientation uncertainty’ 
in 2D-TEM. Not one single orientation is any more significant 
than any other, and static values of correction factors cannot 
account for >1 orientation for each particle. Even if an ideal 
set of correction factors/equations were developed (i.e. robustly 
developed using a large number of particles for the exact 
sample under study), it would still only be able to transform 
2D-measured values to within a region of uncertainty around 
the exact 3D values. The size of the ‘cloud’ of uncertainty is 
directly related to the degree of variation in the appearance 
of the particle in different orientations in 2D-TEM, and as 
mentioned this has been seen to be significant. Therefore, even 
if excellent correction factors are employed, there is still an 
extra statistical ‘noise’ around 2D-derived 3D morphological 
results. As the end goal of the majority of these types of studies 
is to arrive at some average/characteristic values that describe 
the soot nanoparticles of a particular sample, the result is to 
significantly increase the number of 2D-derived results that 
are needed to overcome the effect of the orientation uncer-
tainty and produce statistically relevant values.

The sources of error and uncertainty mentioned for 
2D-TEM are not mutually exclusive, but can reinforce one 
another. Measurements via 2D-TEM may use unsuitable 
correction factors as well as underappreciate the contribution 
of alternate 2D-projections, resulting in under/over-estima-
tions vs. real 3D-derived values. The consequences of such 
compound errors could be severe, and surely play in a role in 
the limited understanding of numerous soot-related 
phenomena. For example, the effect of soot on engine lubricant 
oil is poorly understood (in a holistic sense) despite 5 decades 
of research in the area. Shortcomings in characterization 
methodologies are of direct concern, as noted by researchers 
on several occasions when more limited descriptions of soot 
(e.g. mass fraction in oil samples) are used to try and correlate 
with observed effects such as increases to viscosity and wear 
in engines. Bardasz et  al. even explicitly mentioned that 
advances in the characterization of particle shape were likely 
to improve the understanding of the relationship between soot 
and oil viscosity increase [55]. The magnitude and undefined 

nature of the error associated with 2D-TEM characterizations 
poses a significant barrier to the understanding of soot-related 
phenomena in a variety of disciplines. Development of reliable 
3D-based characterization technology could offer significant 
improvements in this regard.

Electron Tomography for Soot 
Nanoparticles
Overall there are myriad sources of uncertainty to affect 
2D-derived results that are unavoidable when using 2D-TEM. 
If it were possible to accurately recreate particle volume in a 
timely manner, 3D morphological parameters could 
be extracted directly without the need for correction factors 
and approximations, and avoiding issues such as the orienta-
tion of the particle. Potentially this could result in much more 
accurate characterization. As morphology plays such an 
important role in determining the behavior of soot and thus 
in developing models for soot behavior, it is imperative that 
characterization results are as accurate as possible. The recre-
ation of soot nanoparticle volume in 3D is possible via tomo-
graphic reconstruction using TEM (sometimes known as 
3D-TEM), as has been exhibited in several introductory 
studies [18, 52, 53, 56, 57]. However, to date there has been 
relatively little follow-up due to the technique being far too 
slow to compete with 2D-TEM despite potentially significant 
improvements in quality.

Fourier Slice Theorem describes the underlying principles 
of tomographic reconstruction [58]. Simply put, all the infor-
mation that is needed to recreate an object is 3D is contained 
within the full set of projections of the object in 2D. Another 
important prerequisite of tomographic reconstruction is the 
Projection Requirement; i.e. that the object to be reconstructed 
is partially transparent in the projection images, and that the 
relationship between transparency and object density is 
monotonic [59]. For soot this means that in TEM images the 
grey-level of the particle is darker in areas where there is more 
matter (e.g. multiple particles overlapping), and vice versa; and 
this requirement is fulfilled. By contrast, this method of 
electron tomography would not be suitable for reconstruction 
of metal nanoparticle volumes, for example, as they are opaque 
to the electron beam.

The most applicable way in which to obtain the set of 2D 
projections for soot is to use TEM equipped with a high-tilt 
specimen holder. This allows the sample stage to be rotated, so 
that images of the same nanoparticle can be acquired from 
different viewing angles. In practice, the TEM stage is tilted in 
small increments (1-5°) over a tilt range defined by the operator. 
Due to mechanical limitations of the TEM equipment, the 
maximum tilt range that is typically achievable is ±60-70°. A 
so-called ‘tilt-series’ can comprise as many as 100-200 images 
depending on the tilt range and increment. It should be noted 
that a ±60-70 tilt range clearly does not constitute a full set of 
projections as is stipulated in Fourier Slice Theorem.

Reconstruction is the computational process by which 
2D information in the form of the tilt-series is used to recreate 
the 3D volume in the form of a tomogram. In Fourier Slice 
Theorem, a 2D Fourier transform (FT) of the 2D projection 
of the nanoparticle at angle θ (tilt-angle of the TEM stage) is 
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exactly equal to a line through the 3D Fourier representation 
of the original 3D object. This line passes through the origin 
at the angle θ, and thus the 2D FT of an entire tilt-series could 
be used to recreate the 3D Fourier representation of the model. 
The original model would then be recreated by an inverse FT 
on this combined data. In practice, this method is too difficult 
to carry out, and instead a wide variety of different algorithms 
exist to approximate this situation [60]. Algorithms vary 
depending on the needs of researcher, and in many cases very 
advanced methods can be used to reconstruct volumes in high 
detail. Such methods are computationally slow, and often 
require additional inputs of the designations of discrete grey 
levels to particular components of a tomogram [61, 62]. These 
particular methods are not applicable to soot as this informa-
tion does not exist. However, there do remain a number of 
open-source methods that vary in their speed and quality. 
The most simplistic method is weighted back-projection 
(WBP), which approximates the Fourier approach in real-
space by projecting pixel densities from the tilt series through 
an empty 3D volume [60]. In TEM images darker pixels refer 
to particle matter, and in the tomogram these darker pixels 
reinforce one another to designate the position of particle 
matter in 3D. Another widely used method is the simulta-
neous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT) [60], which 
creates estimated tomograms from which it works in reverse 
to recreate TEM projections. The estimated tomograms are 
then fine-tuned with each iteration so that the recreated 2D 
projections match the real TEM images more closely. In the 
limit of infinite iterations, the SIRT tomogram is exactly equal 
to the original object. Both have been used to study soot 
nanoparticles [18, 53, 63, 64].

Reconstruction creates 3D information of the original 
structure in the form of a tomogram. As the tilt-series contains 
pixels that correspond to the background TEM support film, 
this information is carried through the reconstruction. A 
tomogram is solid 3D volume of voxels, where the colour value 
of the voxels is proportional to the density of matter at that 
position (e.g. particles are dark against a lighter background). 
In order to produce a model of the reconstructed particle, the 
voxels pertaining to the structure of interest must be distin-
guished from those of the background; this is known as 
segmentation. Segmentation of a 3D tomogram is usually 
carried out by arranging the tomogram into 1 voxel thick 
slices in the XY-plane. In each of these slices the tomogram 
is viewed as a 2D image, and segmentation is performed 
similar to 2D-TEM characterization of soot. The selected 
pixels from each slice are then combined into a 3D model of 
the particle that can be  measured and viewed. In many 
instances, segmentation is carried out manually using image-
processing software as low contrast, noise, and other recon-
structions artefacts decrease image quality to the point that 
automated methods struggle [65]. Automated methods have 
been developed in many studies, though due to great variation 
in the appearance of tomograms that derive from TEM image 
characteristics, tilt-series composition, reconstruction 
methods, and the particular sample under study, automated 
methods that are generally applicable are yet to 
be developed [65].

It is well known that tomographic reconstruction from 
tilt-series data is subject to so-called missing wedge elongation 

artefacts [58]. This originates from the violation of the under-
lying Fourier Slice Theorem, that states that tomographic 
reconstruction requires all possible 2D projections to recreate 
the 3D object. In the case of tilt-series capture in TEM, this 
set of 2D projections is incomplete as the maximum tilt range 
that can be achieved is generally only ±60-70°. This means 
that there is a lack of projection data of the particle taken from 
directions perpendicular to the TEM support film on which 
the particle is deposited (designated as the Z-direction). 
Missing Z-information in 2D propagates as an elongation in 
the Z-direction in the resulting tomogram, and therefore the 
reconstructed particle. Clearly, this will cause reconstructed 
volumes to deviate from the true morphologies. The extent of 
this elongation in single-axis tomographic reconstruction is 
described by Radermacher’s equation (2) [66], which provides 
a value of 1.55 for a single-axis ±60° tilt (55% stretch).

 exz =
+ ( ) ( )
- ( ) ( )

a a a
a a a

sin cos

sin cos
 (2)

In some tomography studies, simulated data sets or model 
species are used to establish the accuracy of the reconstruction 
procedure [64, 67, 68, 69, 70]. Okyay’s SEM tomography study 
of soot used a simple sphere model, and observed no elonga-
tion for a ±80° reconstruction [64]. Our own study performed 
similar work and saw 15% Z-elongation for ±60° reconstruc-
tion of a sphere [63]. It is common for simplified structures to 
be used as model systems due to difficulties associated with 
the creation of synthetic data-sets. However, it is also accepted 
that the shape of the structure to be  reconstructed has a 
defining effect on the extent of elongation observed [58], so 
the relevance may be limited.

Electron tomography has been shown in a number of 
introductory studies to possess potential as a replacement for 
traditional 2D TEM characterization. However, little follow-
up work has been carried out primarily due to the technique 
being too slow to be a viable alternative. Recent work by the 
authors has presented efforts towards improving the 
throughput of 3D-TEM [63], though as yet due consideration 
has not been given to ensuring its accuracy. The purpose of 
this study is to quantify the accuracy of 3D-TEM, and in 
particular our optimized methodology. Simulated soot 
nanoparticles were created so that exact values for morpho-
logical parameters were known, and so that reconstruction 
artefacts such as missing-wedge elongation were realistically 
represented. These synthetic models were then subjected to a 
3D-TEM procedure, and were characterized in terms of their 
morphology in order to compare to the known values.

Experimental
Using the image processing software Fiji [46], 13 models were 
created to represent small soot nanoparticles, similar to those 
seen in our previous studies of GDI soot-in-oil samples. The 
models were made from attaching between 10 and 30 spheres 
(representing primary particles) that were 100 pixels in 
diameter. If real primary particles are usually around 25 nm 
in diameter, the size of these spheres represents a scale of 
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roughly 0.25 nm pixel-1, which is towards the highest resolu-
tion of real tilt-series we have acquired experimentally. The 
aggregation algorithm was not intended to mimic real soot 
formation to a quantitative degree, merely to produce struc-
tures that qualitatively represented soot nanoparticles. The 
procedure is summarized as follows:

 • A single sphere is positioned at the centre of the model

 • A second sphere is attached to the first in a random 
position in x,y,z between predefined limits of overlap  
(10-20%)

 • One of the existing spheres is randomly chosen to act as 
the seed for the following sphere

 • The new sphere is overlapped with the seed sphere in a 
randomly chosen position within the limits of overlap

 • This process repeats until all spheres have been attached.

 ■ If the same spheres are chosen as a seed multiple 
times, it results in a more clustered structure, whereas 
more branched structures result in the 
opposite scenario

This procedure produces models in the form of a binary 
8-bit *.tiff image stack. All white pixels correspond to the 
model, while black pixels represent background only. The true 
values of all morphological parameters (surface area, volume) 
can easily be measured in Fiji. These measurements are hence-
forth referred to as ‘ground truth’ or ‘true’ values. Figure 2 
provides an example of 5 of the simulated soot models, 
rendered using UCSF Chimera [71].

Original models are then subjected to a realistic tomo-
graphic reconstruction procedure in order to evaluate the 
extent and propagation of errors in 3D-TEM. Firstly, a 
TEM-style tilt-series of 2D projections is created from the 
original models using the volume viewer plugin for Fiji. 
Volume viewer allows the user to represent a 3D volume in 
2-dimensions from a chosen viewing angle. Tilt-series were 
created over a ±80° tilt range (in the y-direction) in 1° incre-
ments. Volume viewer also allows for alteration of the contrast 
and transparency of the projections to replicate real TEM 
images and adhere to the projection requirement for tomog-
raphy. Next, images are inverted and contrast is altered so that 
grey-levels in these simulated tilt-series match those seen in 
real TEM images of soot.

Typical grey-levels for were measured from 300 mesh 
Copper grids with lacey carbon support and graphene oxide 

film, as has been used experimentally in our previous inves-
tigations. Average values for the graphene oxide (GO) film, 
and single/layered primary particles on GO were measured 
in real TEM images of a variety of soot samples.

Next, TEM stylings were applied to the tilt-series to 
visually match the noise and blurring artefacts that are present 
in real TEM images. The specified noise plugin was used to 
add random noise, and blurring was achieved using a subse-
quent smooth image function. At this point, three variations 
of each tilt-series were made for each model: the full ±80° 
tilt-series (161 images), a ±60° tilt-series (121 images), and a 
±60° tilt-series with 3° increments (41 images; henceforth 
referred to as ±60_3°). These represent the maximum tilt series 
that can be reconstructed with the IMOD/Etomo software 
(±80°), the largest tilt range that can routinely be recorded 
experimentally with TEM (±60°), and the optimum tilt-series 
as per our previous publication (±60° with 3° increments) [63]. 
Figure 3 shows an example of images from a simulated 
tilt-series

For each of the models, all 3 tilt-series were reconstructed 
and tomograms produced (39 reconstructions total). 
Reconstructions were performed using IMOD with Etomo 
[72], utilizing the weighted back-projection (WBP) algorithm, 
as per the optimized results of our previous publication [63]. 

 FIGURE 2  Simulated soot nanoparticles rendered in UCSF 
Chimera [71]
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 FIGURE 3  Images from the simulated tilt-series of the ‘random17’ simulated soot nanoparticle. From left to right at -60°, -30°, 
0°, +30°, +60°
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Reconstruction of the full ±80° tilt-series took around 
1 minute to complete (30-50mb tilt-series file), ±60° tilt-series 
around 30 seconds (20-40mb), and ±60_3° around 10 seconds 
(5-15mb). Reconstructions were all performed on a Lenovo 
PC with a 3.50 GHz Intel Xeon E5-1620v3 processor (8 CPUs) 
and 32 GB RAM, using a 64-bit version of Windows 10.

For all 3 versions of reconstruction for each model, the 
maximum Z-length of the particle in the tomogram was 
measured to assess the extent of the missing-wedge elongation. 
This was performed manually and without any prior referral 
to true value in the original models to reduce risk of 
biased selections.

For all models, the ±60_3° tomograms were segmented 
via a process that employed use of manual selections and 
linear interpolation to varying degrees in an iterative process. 
It should be noted that the tomogram is a solid 3D volume, 
and segmentation is carried out by arranging this into 2D 
(1-voxel thick) slices in the Z-direction. First, every 20th slice 
in the tomogram was manually segmented, i.e. all pixels in a 
slice relating to particle matter are distinguished from the 
background, using Fiji.

Segmentations of the intermediate slices are automati-
cally generated using linear interpolation, and the resulting 
model is created and measured. Next, a model is created by 
manually segmenting every 10th slice and interpolating inter-
mediate results. As every 20th slice has previously been 
segmented, half of the manual selections already exist. The 
remaining slices are corrected from those produced by the 
previous application of linear interpolation. This is then 
repeated between every 5th slice of the tomogram.

Finally, every 2nd slice is considered manually, and inter-
polation used to create a model that is considered to be fully 
manually segmented (interpolation between every 2nd slice is 
generally excellent and effectively identical to manual segmen-
tation of all slices, though much quicker to produce). Example 

images from simulated soot tomogram, and images from a 
real soot tomogram are shown in Figure 4.

As mentioned, this method cascades through increas-
ingly-manual segmentations and makes use of the interpo-
lated results from the previous iteration. As the proportion of 
manual segmentation increases, interpolated results are more 
accurate and less time and effort is required to correct selec-
tions manually when moving to the next level of interpolation 
(e.g. every 10th to every 5th slice). At the fully manual (every 
2nd slice) segmentation level, the majority of slices require no 
correction at all. This iterative method saves a significant 
amount of time in comparison to producing each separately, 
especially between the 5th slice and fully manual interpolation 
levels. This segmentation procedure resulted in 4 different 
models being created for each ±60_3° tilt-series: 20th slice with 
interpolation, 10th slice with interpolation, 5th slice with inter-
polation, and fully manual segmentation.

For 2 models only, the ±80° tomogram was fully 
segmented. This represents the most complete reconstruction 
that could be performed with Etomo, and is a larger tilt-range 
than is likely to be possible experimentally. The reconstruction 
is created from the greatest amount of 2D data, and should 
therefore be the highest quality of the three reconstructions 
produced for each model.

Morphological characterization of all the original and 
reconstructed models was carried out using Fiji and the BoneJ 
plugin [73]. Volume was measured exactly in terms of voxels. 
Surface area was measured with BoneJ by creating a mesh of 
triangular faces that define the shape of the object in 3D 
graphics (the default settings were used for all models). Radius 
gyration was calculated on a voxel basis assuming equal 
density of voxels, according to the equation (3), where nvx is 
the total number of voxels, and ri is the distance from each 
pixel to the centre of mass. A shape descriptor parameter 
similar to sphericity [74] was derived in order to define the 

 FIGURE 4  Above: Four slices from the ±60_3° tomogram of the ‘random17’ simulated soot nanoparticle. Below: Four slices 
from the tomogram a real, flame-generated soot nanoparticle
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overall morphology of the particles. Our parameter was 
derived on a similar basis to the 2D parameter circularity, 
which gives a value of 1 for a circle and goes towards 0 for 1D 
line. For differentiating from sphericity, we termed our param-
eter ‘3D-circularity’. 3D-ciruclarity outputs a value of 1 for 
an object that is perfectly spherical, and moves towards 0 for 
objects that are highly 2-dimensional or extremely branched. 
Equation (4) shows the calculation for 3D-circularity, where 
V is the volume of the structure, and As is its surface area.
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Results & Discussion
In this work, 13 simulated soot-like models were created to 
act as ground truth for assessing the accuracy of an optimized 
3D-TEM procedure. Values of morphological parameters are 
known exactly for the original models and are compared to 
results produced after simulated 2D-projections of the models 
are subjected to a realistic tomographic reconstruction proce-
dure. The efforts taken to reflect genuine soot morphology 
and real tomographic reconstruction were made given that it 
is known, but not robustly described, that deviation from the 
true structure occurs during reconstruction and that it 
depends upon the morphology of the structure in question. 
Given the characteristically complex, fractal-like structure of 
soot nanoparticles and potential benefits offered by a novel 
3D-TEM methodology, it was deemed that the use of a simple 
spherical model as ground truth would not be adequate.

Missing Wedge Elongation
For each of the 13 ground truth models, three tomograms 
were produced from tilt-series that varied in the number of 
images and total tilt range. In theory, larger tilt-range and 
greater number of images should result in a less elongated, 
more accurate tomogram. The tilt-series were positioned so 
that Z-depth in the tomogram matched that in the original 
models. As such, it was possible to quickly measure total 
Z-length of the particle in the tomogram by simply finding 
the first and last slices where particle matter appears. See 
Figure 4 for examples of tomogram images. All selections were 
made manually, and without prior referral to the ground truth 
value to limit biased selections. Results are shown in Table 1.

For the ±80° tilt-series (largest tilt-range than can 
be reconstructed with Etomo) elongation was marginal. Only 
2 of the models showed elongation by more than a single slice 
(equivalent to ~0.25nm in the simulated scale), and on average 
elongation was 0.4% of the original ground truth Z-length. 
For ±60° tilt-series reconstruction, elongation was more 
pronounced at an average of 4.0% longer in Z than the original 
model. For the ±60_3° tilt-series, average elongation was 
marginally less than was seen for ±60° reconstructions, at 
3.5% longer vs ground truth. Though this was consistent for 
most of the models (7 out of the 13), the difference is small 
and the average elongations are well within standard error 
such that the degree of elongation for the two are equivalent.

These results show that elongation of soot tomograms 
due to the missing wedge is small, and much less than 
predicted by Radermacher’s equation [66]. In comparison to 
our previous attempts using the reconstruction of a simple 
sphere model (15% Z-elongation) , this highlights the effect 
of the shape of the object on the extent of elongation. When 
converted to approximated real size using 1 pixel = 0.25nm, 
typical elongation for reconstructions of ±60° or ±60_3° tilt-
series is around 3nm for a soot aggregate.

±80° Reconstruction and 
Comparison to ±60_3°
For 2 of the soot-like models (named Random6 & Random9), 
the ±80° tomograms were fully segmented. Previously, only 
the Z-lengths of the particles were measured from these tomo-
grams. The ±80° tilt-series contains the largest range of 2D 
information that can be reconstructed with Etomo. Results 
were compared to those from the ±60_3° reconstructions to 
further understand the effect of tilt-series composition on the 
accuracy of reconstructions. Results are presented in Table 2 
below, for full manual segmentation:

For both ±80° reconstructions measurements of volume, 
surface area, and radius of gyration are slightly underesti-
mated in comparison to the ground-truth values. This under-
estimation is more pronounced in surface area, leading to 
slight increases in 3D-circularity values for both models vs 
GT, indicating that the shape of the model differs slightly. In 
comparison to ±80° reconstruction, the ±60_3° method 

TABLE 1 Average elongation of thirteen reconstructed soot 
models vs ground truth Z-length

Tilt-Series
Z-elongation  
%

Z-elongation  
No. slices

Standard 
Error

±80° 0.4% 1.3 0.13

±60° 4.0% 12.8 0.28

±60_3° 3.5% 11.5 0.23©
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TABLE 2 Morphological results from ±80° and ±60_3° 
reconstructions. Values shown are deviations from ground 
truth values for reconstructed models, as a percentage 
(positive results indicate values larger than GT, and vice versa 
for negative). * ‘Δ%’ shows the change between ±80° and 
±60_3° results; e.g. positive values indicate ±60_3° results are 
an improvement on ±80° results cf. ground truth, and 
vice versa.

% Deviation vs Ground Truth
V As Rg 3D-Circ. Z-length

Random6 ±80° -1.1 -2.0 -0.3 2.1 0.3

±60_3° 2.3 -0.4 0.1 2.9 4.6

Random9 ±80° -0.9 -1.2 -0.3 0.9 0.4

±60_3° 2.0 0.8 -0.2 0.9 4.5©
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results in an increase in the absolute values of volume and 
surface area by area 2-3%, and in radius of gyration by around 
0.5%. Despite causing a relative increase in the measured bulk 
of the particles (volume and surface area), the fact that the 
magnitude of the increase is small and that ±80° results are 
inherently underestimated means that ±60_3° reconstruction 
is similarly (and highly) accurate in comparison to GT.

±60_3° Reconstruction: Full 
Morphological Analysis
In total, 13 reconstructions were performed on tilt-series 
captured over ±60° ranges with 3° increments. This tilt-series 
configuration was found to be the optimum choice in terms 
of speed and quality in a previous publication [63]. In that 
work, in terms of accuracy it was found that overall tilt-range 
was more important than total number of images, and that 
3° increments significantly reduced potential beam exposure 
whilst having no significant negative effect on tomogram 
quality. However, ‘acceptable’ quality in that work was defined 
as providing results similar to those of ±60° reconstruction, 
which in theory should be more accurate. In the current work, 
we  are able to compare results of ±60_3° reconstruction 
directly to the ground-truth values, and can provide a defini-
tive answer on the quality of this protocol. Results are shown 
in Table 3, and Figure 5 shows a visual comparison of an 
original simulated soot model, and the same model after 
±60_3° reconstruction has been performed.

These results show that the reconstruction of the simu-
lated soot-like models created for this investigation via the 
±60_3° methodology is generally excellent. Important and 
descriptive morphological parameters show only minor devia-
tions from ground-truth values on average, and even 
maximum deviations are well within 10%. All values of 
volume were seen to be  overestimated in comparison to 
ground truth, whereas surface area was split almost evenly 
between under- and over-estimation. Deviation in radius of 
gyration were generally marginal at most. 3D-circularity is 
used to describe the shape of the particles, as it involves a ratio 
of volume to surface area. Deviations in 3D-circularity were 
predominantly increases in comparison to ground truth 
values. As 3D-circularity goes towards a value of 1 for more 
spherical/clustered objects, this indicates a change in the shape 
of reconstructed particles such that they are slightly bulkier 
and possess less rugged edges (increased volume, decreased 
surface area). There were no clear trends that linked the 
magnitude of deviations in 3D-circularity with any other 
morphological parameter (e.g. volume, surface area, radius of 
gyration, Z-length, absolute 3D-circularity, size, etc.).

If it can be accepted that the simulated soot nanoparticle 
reconstruction demonstrated in this work is a realistic repre-
sentation of both genuine soot structures and reconstruction 
artefacts errors, then this data shows that 3D-TEM can 
produce highly accurate morphological measurements. This 
is important given the large deviations that have been observed 
between 2D- and 3D-derived morphological characterizations 
[18, 25, 28, 53], and the uncertainty that exists within 
2D-derived results [53].

Effect of Interpolation on 
Segmentation
It was seen in our previous publication that the use of inter-
polation in segmentation could greatly improve the speed of 
3D-TEM characterization, though can result in significant 
decreases in particle volume and surface area that greatly 
affect the accuracy of the model. The optimal method was 5th 
slice interpolation, which on average required 40% less time 
than full manual segmentation, but was associated with 
average decreases in volume and surface area of 3.4 and 3.9% 
respectively. In the current work, the accuracy of interpolated 
results can be quantified in comparison to the ground truth 
values. It was decided that the 3D-circularity parameter would 
be the best parameter to determine accuracy of reconstruc-
tion, as in some situations interpolation can result in e.g. an 
extremely accurate surface area, while volume is inaccurate. 
As 3D-circularity takes into account both parameters it is 
more useful as a reflection of the trueness of the reconstructed 
particle volume. Results are shown in the Table 2 below.

These results indicate that both 5th slice and 10th slice 
interpolation produce models of similar quality to that of full 
manual segmentation. Despite producing the most accurate 
volume results, 20th slice interpolation sees a drop-off in 
3D-circularity accuracy due to larger decreases in surface 
area. However, the results of 20th slice interpolation are still 
reasonably accurate, and outperform the results in our 
previous publication. This is likely due to the fact that the scale 

TABLE 3 Mean deviations in morphology for ±60_3° 
reconstructions of the thirteen simulated models.

Volume
Surface 
Area

Radius of 
Gyration 3D-Circularity

Mean % 
Deviation from 
GT

2.0 -0.1 0.2 2.3

Max. % 
Deviation from 
GT

5.0 2.8 0.5 6.6

Min. % Deviation 
from GT

0.1 -2.6 -0.2 -0.7

Standard 
Deviation

1.70 1.71 0.21 2.40
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 FIGURE 5  Comparison of the original (left in both images) 
‘random17’ simulated particle, and the ±60_3° reconstructed 
particle (right in both). Both images are rendered in UCSF 
Chimera, viewing the XY-plane (left) and YZ-plane (right).
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of the simulated soot models in this study is towards the finer 
scales that would regularly be found in real TEM tilt-series. 
The previous study included results from tilt-series scaled at 
~0.3 to 1.1 nm per pixel. The coarser the scale, the larger incre-
ments used for interpolated segmentation are in respect to the 
size of the whole tomogram. This means that while the finer 
details of the soot structure may be retained at 20th slice inter-
polation at finer scales, at coarser scales 20 slices of the 
tomogram may be similar to the size of entire primary parti-
cles. As such, in some areas of the tomogram this can result 
in complete removal of finer details and subsequently large 
deviations from the true structure. As such, the accuracy of 
the interpolation methods may differ depending on the scale 
of the TEM images used.

Conclusions
This work highlights that 3D-TEM is a new high-fidelity tool 
for soot nanoparticle characterization, which is able to 
overcome the limitations of more traditional 2D-TEM 
methods. It permits direct measurement of morphological 
parameters such as volume, surface area, and radius of 
gyration of 3-dimensional soot structures, without the signifi-
cant errors associated with orientation uncertainty and 
 empirical correction factors of 2D-TEM. The optimized recon-
struction procedure described in this and a previous paper 
[63] greatly improves the speed of 3D-TEM, allowing for its 
use for high-throughput soot characterization, and has now 
been shown to produce highly accurate 3D volume reconstruc-
tions. In particular, the work carried out on the simulated 
soot nanoparticles has led to the following conclusions:

 • ±80° reconstruction results in marginal elongation 
only (<1%)

 • ±60° and ±60_3° reconstruction result in minor 
elongation only (3-4%)

 • In comparison to ±80° reconstruction, ±60_3° method 
causes increase to bulk of the particle (surface area and 
volume) though inherent underestimation at ±80° means 
methods are similarly accurate

 • ±60_3° reconstruction (full manual segmentation) in 
general is highly accurate, with average values of volume, 
surface area, radius of gyration, and 3D-circularity all 
within 3% of ground truth values

 • Use of interpolation at 5th and 10th slice levels is similarly 
accurate to full manual segmentation, though at 20th 
slice we see drop off in 3D-circ (>5% deviation)
 ■ Previously only 5th slice was acceptable, due to 

different scale of simulated models
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Definitions/Abbreviations
Aeff - Projection 2D area of soot nanoparticle
App - Projected 2D area of primary particle
As - Surface Area
Df - Fractal Dimension
exz - Z-elongation factor
ka - Fractal prefactor
Np - Number of Primary Particles
npx - Number of pixels
ri - Distance from pixel i to centre of mass
Rg - Radius of Gyration
V - Volume
3D-circ. - 3D-circularity: Circ
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α  - Fractal exponent (eq. 1)
Maximum tilt-angle (eq. 2)
DLS - Dynamic Light Scattering
GDI - Gasoline Direct Injection
ICE - Internal Combustion Engine
NTA - Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis
SEM - Scanning Electron Microscopy
SIRT - Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique
TEM - Transmission Electron Microscopy
WBP - Weighted Back-Projection
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